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Barnes Art Adventures—Grades 2–4 
An Artist’s Lens
Artists question, examine, and share their experiences through their work. In this series, students 
explore the Barnes collection and other contemporary artwork and discover how artists use their 
creativity to see the world around them. In each episode, students will be inspired to think like artists 
and to explore, observe, and experiment based on their surroundings. Students make inferences 
as they build art vocabulary using a chat feature where they can give their opinion in a poll, make 
written comments, and use visual art emojis to analyze what they see. This innovative picture-
exchange communication encourages close observation and group conversation in a whole new way. 
Students will be encouraged to continue to express these ideas about art in post-episode activities. 
Runtime: 45 minutes

Fall 2020 Episodes
EpisodE 1: A Sign of the timeS: SymbolS in Art
Wednesdays, October 7, 14, 21, and 28, 11–11:45 am
Artists express powerful ideas, often without using words. Learn how artists from different cultures 
convey personal and community-held beliefs through symbols. 

Featured works: Paul Cézanne. Young Man and Skull • Elijah Pierce. The Statue of Liberty and Preaching 
Stick • Pierre-Auguste Renoir. Girl with a Jump Rope • American, Pennsylvania German. Chest • 
Bamileke peoples. Throne

EpisodE 2: PortrAitS, PeoPle, And Power
Wednesdays, November 4, 11, and 18, 11–11:45 am
With a focus on portraits, we will discuss how artists show their subjects’ power and privilege—or 
lack thereof. We will consider both well-known subjects and marginalized narratives. 

Featured works: Paul Cézanne. Madame Cézanne • Rashid Johnson. The New Negro Escapist Social and 
Athletic Club (Thurgood) • Elijah Pierce. Love (Martin Luther King, Jr.) • Vincent van Gogh. The Postman • 
Kehinde Wiley. Equestrian Portrait of the Count Duke Olivares

EpisodE 3: fAceS, fAShion, And identity
Wednesdays, December 2, 9, and 16, 11–11:45 am
We will carefully examine portraits to discover what we can learn about people from their expression, 
pose, and clothing. Then we’ll discuss how our attire can tell a story. 

Featured works: Nick Cave. Soundsuits • Elijah Pierce. Migration North • Pierre-Auguste Renoir. Sailor 
Boy and Leaving the Conservatory • Mickalene Thomas. Baby I Am Ready Now • Chinese, Qing dynasty. 
Portrait of a Woman • Navajo. Third Phase Chief’s Blanket


